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Abstract

Image retrieval, i.e., finding desired images given
a reference image, inherently encompasses rich,
multi-faceted search intents that are difficult to
capture solely using image-based measures. Re-
cent work leverages text instructions to allow
users to more freely express their search intents.
However, existing work primarily focuses on im-
age pairs that are visually similar and/or can be
characterized by a small set of pre-defined rela-
tions. The core thesis of this paper is that text
instructions can enable retrieving images with
richer relations beyond visual similarity. To show
this, we introduce MagicLens, a series of self-
supervised image retrieval models that support
open-ended instructions. MagicLens is built on a
key novel insight: image pairs that naturally occur
on the same web pages contain a wide range of im-
plicit relations (e.g., inside view of), and we
can bring those implicit relations explicit by syn-
thesizing instructions via large multimodal mod-
els (LMMs) and large language models (LLMs).
Trained on 36.7M (query image, instruction, tar-
get image) triplets with rich semantic relations
mined from the web, MagicLens achieves com-
parable or better results on eight benchmarks of
various image retrieval tasks than prior state-of-
the-art (SOTA) methods. Remarkably, it outper-
forms previous SOTA but with a 50× smaller
model size on multiple benchmarks. Additional
human analyses on a 1.4M-image unseen corpus
further demonstrate the diversity of search intents
supported by MagicLens.

1. Introduction
Image retrieval is a long-established problem in computer
vision (Datta et al., 2008; Gordo et al., 2016) with a wide

⋆Work done at Google DeepMind. Correspondence to:
<zhang.13253@osu.edu>.
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Figure 1. Top-1 retrieved images using MagicLens and the prior
SOTA (Gu et al., 2024) from a retrieval pool containing 1.4M
images. The prior SOTA method, while accepting text instructions,
primarily retrieves images based on visual similarity to the query
image, ignoring the nuances of the text instructions. In contrast,
MagicLens excels at retrieving both visually similar images and
those that align with the deeper meaning and context of the text
instructions — even when the images do not resemble the query.
For example, if given a query image of the Burj Al Arab and the
instruction “find other attractions in this country”, it can success-
fully locate images of the Palm Islands in Dubai.

range of real-world applications, such as visual search, ob-
ject localization, and re-identification. However, since its
inception, this task has suffered from ambiguous definitions
due to the complex and rich content encapsulated in images.
Similar images may differ in key aspects, and different im-
ages can share commonalities. In image search scenarios,
users frequently present multiple search intents for a sin-
gle query image, indicating that mere image relevance is
insufficient for precise search results. For instance, when
searching with an image of the Burj Al Arab hotel
in Dubai (see Figure 1), a user might seek other attrac-
tions in Dubai or an interior view, each relating differently to
the query image. Therefore, incorporating text instructions
that articulate search intents is essential and indispensable
for enhancing retrieval accuracy. Ideally, models should
accurately capture and interpret diverse real-world search
intents as conveyed by open-ended text instructions.

These open-ended search instructions, span a wide range
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Figure 2. Data construction overview. We collect naturally occur-
ring image pairs from the same web pages and use PaLI+PaLM2
to generate instructions connecting the two images.

of topics and concepts, and reflect the diverse ways users
interact with visual content, requiring the retrieval system
to grasp not only the visual features of an image but also
the nuanced semantic relation between the query image
and desired results as expressed in the instructions. Ex-
isting models, however, are optimized towards one or a
few restricted domains (Vo et al., 2019; Wu et al., 2021;
Liu et al., 2021; Baldrati et al., 2023), where the types of
visual similarities are manually defined as a prior. They
either adjust the model architecture and training recipe to
utilize image-caption data (Chen & Lai, 2023; Saito et al.,
2023; Baldrati et al., 2023; Gu et al., 2024), or rely on
synthetic data constructed from pre-defined instruction tem-
plates (Brooks et al., 2023; Gu et al., 2023). As a result,
neither of these research directions can effectively model
open-ended instructions, evidenced by Figure 1.

In this paper, we present MagicLens, a series of self-
supervised image retrieval models trained on a wide range of
(query image, instruction, target image) triplets
that reflect naturally occurring semantic relations, mined
from web pages and curated with state-of-the-art (SOTA)
foundation models. Specifically, we extract image pairs
that naturally occur on the same web page to form posi-
tive pairs that carry abundant but natural semantic relations.
We then apply both large multimodal models (Chen et al.,
2023b;a) and large language models (Anil et al., 2023) to
refine the description of such open-ended semantic relation,
into open-ended instruction. Figure 2 presents an overview
of the data construction pipeline. As a concrete example, a
camera review website1 that presents the image of a Nikon
Camera and the image of a Nikon Charger would offer
an interesting and non-trivial relation “charger of a prod-
uct”, which would then be curated by the LMM+LLM
pipeline, and produce a final instruction Find a charger

for it. This process produces open-ended instructions
that depict diverse semantic relations beyond mere visual
similarity, resulting in a large-scale training dataset with
36.7M high-quality triplets over a wide distribution.

1https://amateurphotographer.com/review/nikon-z5-review/

With the constructed dataset, we train dual-encoder models
called MagicLens, which retrieve images given a query con-
sisting of an image with an instruction. Our models achieve
comparable or better results than prior SOTA methods on
eight benchmarks, ranging from various multimodality-to-
image and image-to-image retrieval tasks. In addition, Mag-
icLens can retain or even significantly improve the text-
to-image retrieval performance of the underlying single-
modality encoders. With a 50 times smaller model size than
prior SOTA methods, MagicLens outperforms them on mul-
tiple benchmarks: CIRCO (Baldrati et al., 2023), Domain
Transfer ImageNet (Saito et al., 2023), and GeneCIS (Vaze
et al., 2023). To further examine our models’ capabilities in
a more realistic scenario, we construct the largest retrieval
pool to date with 1.4 million unseen images and perform
retrieval given human-written search queries with diverse
instructions. The human evaluation finds that MagicLens
can successfully satisfy complex and beyond visual search
intents, whereas the prior SOTA fails to do so.

Our contributions are threefold:

• We bring a novel insight for image retrieval: naturally oc-
curring image pairs from the same web pages are strong
self-supervised training signals. Based on this, we pro-
pose an effective pipeline, backed with LMMs and LLMs,
to construct training data consisting of 36.7M triplets.

• We introduce MagicLens, a series of light-weight dual-
encoders that jointly embed a pair of image and instruc-
tion, trained on the constructed dataset. Across multi-
ple benchmarks, MagicLens outperforms previous SOTA
methods but with a 50× smaller model size.

• We conduct an in-depth human evaluation and analysis
on a 1.4M-scale retrieval pool, which is the largest to date.
Remarkably high success rates show that MagicLens can
well capture and satisfy diverse search intents, especially
complex and beyond visual ones.

2. Related Work

Pre-training Multimodal Encoders. Multimodal encoder
pre-training (Faghri et al., 2017; Chen et al., 2021; Radford
et al., 2021; Yu et al., 2022; Li et al., 2021; Kim et al., 2021;
Wang et al., 2023; Li et al., 2022; 2023; Cherti et al., 2023)
has witnessed great success in recent years. Pre-trained
on web-scale image-caption data (Zhai et al., 2022; Schuh-
mann et al., 2022), these models align the representations
of different modalities in a joint space, enabling zero-shot
cross-modality retrieval. However, these works focus on en-
coding single modalities, without considering the composed
representation of multiple modalities. Some later efforts (Hu
et al., 2023a; Chen et al., 2023c; Wei et al., 2023) attempt to
combine text and image embeddings via fine-tuning a small
number of parameters on top of pre-trained single-modal en-
coders, without large-scale joint pre-training. Consequently,
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Input (5-shot demonstrations and metadata of the image pair)
Both images feature Lego Rancor monsters based on the alt_text. The query image includes 
the monster with minifigures, while the target image focuses solely on the monster with a 

Grouping & CleaningWeb Pages Metadata Expansion w/ LMM Scoring & Filtering

Instruction Generation w/ LLM

ICA: animal;playset;metal;...
Alt-text: bricklink rancor
Caption: a lego set with a monster 
and two minifigures

Response
… So the instruction can be: Monster like this with a chain around its hand and without minifigures.

(Instruction & 5-Shot Demonstrations)

Both Images are from a website titled [bricklink+rancor cheap buy online]
Q Image: [bricklink rancor] [meta;playset;...] [a lego set with a monster and two minifigures]
T Image: [lego rancor] [tooth;brown;roar;...] [lego monster with a chain around its hand]

Input

Training Data

ICA
Alt-text
Caption

ICA
Alt-text
Caption

0.83

Find 2020 of this car, 
in blue.

What does grilled it 
look like?

Same island when it's 
sunset.

Figure 3. Data construction pipeline. We mine image pairs from the web via (1) grouping images from the same web page and cleaning,
(2) annotating metadata for each image with LMMs, and (3) scoring and filtering unqualified image pairs. Eventually, we generate
open-ended instructions using LLMs for the remaining image pairs.

such an adaptation strategy shows inferior results on the
task of our interest, emphasizing the importance of the Mag-
icLens’ self-supervised training.

Composed Image Retrieval. Composed image retrieval
(CIR; Vo et al. (2019)) shares the same task form with us.
However, all existing benchmarks (Liu et al., 2021; Bal-
drati et al., 2023; Wu et al., 2021) collect visually similar
images first and then write instructions for image pairs.
This limits the richness of image relations on these bench-
marks and the models developed upon/for them. Recent
works on zero-shot CIR either design light-weight modality
transformation or adjust training and model to use existing
image-caption (Saito et al., 2023; Baldrati et al., 2023; Gu
et al., 2024) data. CIReVL (Karthik et al., 2024) uses LLM
and LMM on-the-fly for CIR, limiting its efficiency. Please
refer to Appendix B for more details of these methods. In
terms of constructing training data, CompoDiff (Gu et al.,
2023) synthesizes 18M triplets with LLMs and image gener-
ative models, following the same pipeline with Brooks et al.
(2023). The key difference between their data and ours lies
in the image quality and the image relations. As shown in
Figure 2, our data comes from natural image pairs found on
the same web pages. Thus, our data covers open-ended im-
age relations over a wide distribution, including both visual
and beyond-visual ones.

Retrieval with Instruction. Instruction tuning (Ouyang
et al., 2022) enables models with strong cross-domain and
zero-shot generalization capabilities in retrieving both tex-
tual (Su et al., 2023; Asai et al., 2023) and multimodal
content (Wei et al., 2023). However, prior efforts focus
on unifying different retrieval tasks with manually-written
instructions as task prefixes of actual queries, on a hundred-
scale basis. In contrast, our approach utilizes million-scale
instructions that naturally express user’s search intents.

3. MagicLens
3.1. Data Construction for Self-Supervised Training

Web documents contain multimodal contexts, featuring in-
terleaved texts and images on pertinent subjects. Image pairs
extracted from the same web page through co-occurrence
frequently imply associations between images and specific
relations. This encompasses a broad spectrum of image
relations, ranging from visual similarity to more nuanced
connections (e.g., Figure 2). Consequently, these naturally
occurring image pairs serve as excellent self-supervised
training signals for image retrieval models. Based on this
insight, we propose a systematic data construction pipeline
to mine image pairs from web pages and adopt LLMs to
generate open-ended instructions that explicitly convey the
image relations within each pair.

Mining Image Pairs from Web Pages. (1) Grouping &
Cleaning. We collect all images with the same URL from
Common Crawl2 as a group of images from the same web
page for potential pairing. Due to the inevitable noisy im-
ages introduced by simple grouping, we remove duplicated,
low-resolution, and advertising images, as well as highly
overlapped groups. This results in a large number of groups
with more densely and intrinsically connected images.

(2) Metadata Expansion. To provide detailed textual infor-
mation of images for later LLMs with massive metadata
expansion, we annotate images with Alt-texts3, image con-
tent annotation (ICA) labels4, and captions. We discard
images if their Alt-texts are unqualified. For ICA labels, we
annotate entities for each image such as general objects and
activities. For image captions, we adopt a SOTA LMM —

2https://commoncrawl.org/
3https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alt attribute
4https://cloud.google.com/vision/docs/labels
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PaLI (Chen et al., 2023a) to generate captions. Each type of
metadata provides textual information about images from
different perspectives. See Appendix A for more details.

(3) Scoring & Filtering. After obtaining groups of images
along with their extensive metadata, we pair up images
within the same group and eliminate unqualified pairs using
a combination of relevance measures. We use the CLIP
image-to-image score to assess visual relevance and the
text-to-text score for non-visual relevance. Image pairs that
don’t meet the criteria, such as those with low scores in
both aspects, are excluded from consideration. To avoid the
over-sampling of redundant images and duplicated relations,
we set a maximum of three pairs for each group, thereby
ensuring a more uniform distribution of images and relations
in our training data (see Figure 5).

Open-Ended Instruction Generation. With the informa-
tive metadata of high-quality paired images, LLMs are able
to well understand the image content (ICA and caption)
and their background information (Alt-text). Using instruc-
tion (Chung et al., 2022), few-shot demonstrations (Brown
et al., 2020), and chain-of-thought prompting (Wei et al.,
2022) techniques, PaLM2 (Anil et al., 2023) generates open-
ended instructions that precisely connect the paired images
(imageq , imaget). Figure 3 illustrates generated instructions
and Appendix 10 shows the detailed prompt and demonstra-
tions. Eventually, we obtain 36.7M triplets (imageq, text,
imaget) for self-supervised image retrieval training.

3.2. MagicLens Model

Model Design. As shown in Figure 4, we adopt a sim-
ple dual-encoder architecture with shared parameters and
initialize the backbone vision and language encoders with
CoCa (Yu et al., 2022) or CLIP (Radford et al., 2021). To
enable deep modality integration, we introduce multiple
self-attention layers and design a single multi-head atten-
tion pooler, compressing the multimodal inputs into a single
embedding r for later matching. Additionally, since the
retrieval target comprises only an image without accompa-
nying text, we employ an empty text placeholder “” to trans-
form the target into a multimodal input. We denote rq as the
embedding for the multimodal query (imageq, text) and rt
as the embedding for the target (imaget, “”). Considering
the efficiency, we propose MagicLens-B and MagicLens-L,
initialized with the base and large checkpoints, respectively.

Model Training. We use a simple contrastive loss to train
MagicLens, our model is updated by contrasting the paired
query-target against other targets in one training batch. In
particular, as the query image itself (imageq) can be a chal-
lenging hard negative for the multimodal query (imageq,
text), we combine the query image itself and an empty text
to encode (imageq , “”) to get r

′

t as an additional query neg-

Vision 
Encoder

Language 
Encoder

Attention Pooling
Self Attention x K  

C
ontrastive

“”

Encoder
E

Monster like this 
with a chain…

E

Shared

Model Figure
VL Embedding

V Embedding L Embedding,

Figure 4. Model architecture and training of MagicLens Encoder
(E), which takes the vision and language embeddings and feeds
them as a sequence to self-attention layers for modality integration.

ative example. To scale up the number of negative examples,
for each query image, we use all query negatives and other
target negatives in the same batch. Formally, for the i-th
training example, the loss function Li is defined as,

−log
esim(ri

q,r
i
t)/τ∑N

j=1(e
sim(ri

q,r
j
t )/τ + esim(ri

q,r
j′
t )/τ )

,

where sim(, ) indicates a cosine similarity function
rq

T rt

||rq||·||rt|| , N refers to the sampled batch size, and τ is
a temperature hyperparameter for logit scaling. Please refer
to Appendix A for more implementation details.

4. Experiments
4.1. Experiment Setup

Benchmarks and Metrics. To comprehensively evaluate
MagicLens’ multimodality-to-image retrieval ability, we
consider three related tasks in a zero-shot, one-checkpoint
setting: (1) composed image retrieval (CIR), (2) domain
transfer retrieval, and (3) conditional image similarity. Each
task has different yet limited sets of image relations. Table 2
shows the detailed statistics of five benchmarks.

Composed Image Retrieval. We consider one domain-
specific and two open-domain benchmarks to evaluate
model’s domain adaptability and its capability on real-world
natural images, respectively. FIQ (Wu et al., 2021) is
a fashion-domain benchmark with three disjoint retrieval
sub-tasks: dress, shirt, and toptee. Following previous
work (Saito et al., 2023; Baldrati et al., 2023; Gu et al.,
2024), we evaluate on its validation set and report recall
averaged over sub-tasks. CIRR (Liu et al., 2021) is the first
dataset constructed on natural images (Suhr et al., 2019)
with nine pre-defined relations between the query and the
target images. It also designs a subset retrieval setting where
models retrieve a target image from a dedicated small subset
for each query. However, in addition to the limited size of
the retrieval pool, it also suffers from false negative issues,
as pointed out by Baldrati et al. (2023). We utilize recall (R
and Rs) to evaluate standard retrieval and subset retrieval.
In contrast, to better align with the real-world large-scale
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Table 1. Performance comparison on five benchmarks of three multimodality-to-image retrieval tasks. The results of baselines are from
the original papers. We mark the best results in bold and the second-best results underlined. ⋆CIReVL uses multiple model components
including ChatGPT for retrieval, we report # parameters of components with known sizes. †PLI does not release code so we estimate.

Method Backbone # Total
Params

Composed Image Retrieval Domain Trans Cond ImSim
FIQ CIRR CIRCO DTIN GeneCIS

R@10 R@1 Rs@1 mAP@5 R@10 Rs@1

PALAVRA (Cohen et al., 2022) CLIP-B 176M 19.8 16.6 41.6 4.6 - -
SEARLE (Baldrati et al., 2023) CLIP-B 165M 22.9 24.0 54.9 9.4 - -
CIReVL (Karthik et al., 2024) CLIP-B 12.3B⋆ - 23.9 60.2 14.9 - -
PLI (Chen & Lai, 2023) BLIP-B 224M† 35.9 27.2 55.1 7.1 - -
MagicLens-B CLIP-B 166M 26.3 27.0 66.7 23.1 28.3 15.0
MagicLens-B CoCa-B 267M 35.2 31.6 69.3 30.8 46.8 17.4

Pic2Word (Saito et al., 2023) CLIP-L 429M 24.7 23.9 - 8.7 10.1 11.2
SEARLE (Baldrati et al., 2023) CLIP-L 442M 25.6 24.2 53.8 11.7 - 12.3
Context-I2W (Tang et al., 2024) CLIP-L 496M 27.8 25.6 - - 12.9 -
CompoDiff (Gu et al., 2023) CLIP-L 568M 36.0 18.2 57.4 12.6 - 14.9
CIReVL (Karthik et al., 2024) CLIP-L 12.5B⋆ - 24.6 59.5 18.6 - -
PLI (Chen & Lai, 2023) CLIP-L 428M† 35.4 25.5 55.6 10.4 - -
LinCIR (Gu et al., 2024) CLIP-L 442M 26.3 25.0 57.1 12.6 - 12.2
MagicLens-L CLIP-L 465M 30.7 30.1 68.1 29.6 41.5 16.3
MagicLens-L CoCa-L 613M 38.0 33.3 70.9 34.1 48.2 16.7

Table 2. Statistics of five evaluation benchmarks. We average the
number of queries over sub-tasks (e.g., FIQ), if available. The #
Index represents the size of the retrieval pool that is shared amongst
all queries and the # Subset Index is the average size of subsets,
each of which is dedicated for a query.

Open-domain # Query # Index # Subset
IndexImage? Instr?

FIQ ✗ ✗ 2,005 5,179 -
CIRR ✓ ✗ 4,148 2,316 8.3
CIRCO ✓ ✗ 800 123,403 -
DTIN ✓ ✗ 10,000 16,983 -
GeneCIS ✓ ✗ 2,008 - 13.8

retrieval, CIRCO annotates multiple ground truths for each
query and has over 120K natural images (Lin et al., 2014)
as the index set. Therefore, we regard CIRCO as our main
benchmark. As each query has multiple targets, we adopt
mean Average Precision (mAP) as the evaluation metric.

Domain Transfer Retrieval. Domain Transfer ImageNet
(DTIN; Saito et al. (2023)) aims to retrieve an image from
another domain with the same conceptual object shown in
the query image. It is constructed from natural images in
ImageNet (Deng et al., 2009) and images in other domains
in ImageNet-R (Hendrycks et al., 2021). For example, given
a domain keyword “cartoon” and a real horse image as a
query, models are expected to retrieve a cartoon horse from
the index set with images from multiple domains. It covers
4 domains, 10K objects, and over 16K images as the index
set. Following prior works (Saito et al., 2023; Karthik et al.,
2024), we report recall averaged over sub-tasks.

Conditional Image Similarity. GeneCIS (Vaze et al.,
2023) is a keyword-conditioned image similarity measure-
ment benchmark. It has four sub-tasks about changing or
focusing the attribute or object in the given image. For each

query image and keyword, models need to find the most
similar images to the query image, conditioned on the given
keyword, from a dedicated small subset with 13.8 images
on average. For example, in the change-object sub-task with
keyword “car” and an image, models need to find another
image but with additional cars.

Baselines. We consider several baselines: (1)
PALARVA (Cohen et al., 2022), (2) Pic2Word (Saito
et al., 2023), (3) SEARLE (Baldrati et al., 2023), (4) Con-
textI2W (Tang et al., 2024), (5) LinCIR (Gu et al., 2024),
(6) CIReVL (Karthik et al., 2024) (7) CompoDiff (Gu et al.,
2023) and (8) PLI (Chen & Lai, 2023). Details of these
methods are described in Appendix B.

4.2. Multimodality-to-Image Retrieval

Table 1 shows results over five benchmarks from three tasks,
from which we have the following observations:

First, with the comparable model size, both CLIP- and
CoCa-based MagicLens outperform previous state-of-the-
art models across the four open-domain benchmarks by a
large margin, especially CoCa-based MagicLens-L on the
challenging CIRCO (mAP@5 from 12.6 to 34.1) and DTIN
(R@10 from 12.9 to 48.2). This shows the strong capability
of MagicLens. We leave full results on Appendix C and
detailed parameter efficiency analysis on § 5.2.

Second, by comparing MagicLens-L to MagicLens-B, we
find generally consistent performance improvements across
five benchmarks. This demonstrates the constructed data
is of high quality and can benefit larger models. Also, this
observation shows the scalability thanks to the simple dual-
encoder model architecture and contrastive loss.
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Table 3. Zero-shot image-text retrieval results. Results are marked in bold if they are better than initialized checkpoints. ⋆CoCa we
reproduced and used for MagicLens. †CoCa reported in the original paper.

Model
Flickr30K (1K test set) MSCOCO (5K test set)

Image → Text Text → Image Image → Text Text → Image

R@1 R@5 R@10 R@1 R@5 R@10 R@1 R@5 R@10 R@1 R@5 R@10

CoCa-B† 89.8 98.8 99.8 76.8 93.7 96.8 63.8 84.7 90.7 47.5 72.4 80.9
CoCa-B⋆ 88.6 98.5 99.4 74.5 93.4 96.4 63.4 84.2 90.4 46.4 71.5 80.1
MagicLens-B 87.9 97.7 99.5 76.2 93.7 96.5 64.8 85.5 91.2 48.9 73.9 82.5

CoCa-L† 91.4 99.2 99.9 79.0 95.1 97.4 65.4 85.6 91.4 50.1 73.8 81.8
CoCa-L⋆ 92.1 98.8 99.9 78.4 94.2 96.9 65.1 85.5 91.3 49.3 73.2 81.5
MagicLens-L 89.6 98.7 99.4 79.7 95.0 97.4 67.7 87.6 92.7 53.1 77.4 84.9

Table 4. Results on three image-to-image retrieval benchmarks.
The results of baselines are from Lin et al. (2023) with separate
checkpoints for each benchmark while MagicLens (ML) models
are evaluated across benchmarks under one-checkpoint setting.

Method TU-Berlin Sketchy QuickDraw

mAP P@100 mAP@200 P@200 mAP P@200

ViT (2021) 36.0 50.3 40.3 51.2 10.1 11.3
SOTA (2023) 56.9 63.7 52.5 62.4 14.5 21.6

ML-B-CLIP 45.9 57.9 49.3 60.6 10.1 14.0
ML-B-CoCa 61.7 72.1 70.5 77.2 13.9 19.9
ML-L-CLIP 62.9 73.1 68.2 75.8 15.1 20.4
ML-L-CoCa 70.2 79.1 75.7 81.3 19.7 27.4

4.3. Image-to-Image Retrieval

Although MagicLens models are trained for (imageq, text)
→ imaget task format, they can naturally cover imageq
→ imaget tasks by providing a fixed text instruction for
all imageq. As a case study, we consider zero-shot sketch
based image retrieval (ZS-SBIR) task where models need to
retrieve a natural image given a sketch of it. By simply using

“find a natural image of it” for all query images, MagicLens
can perform such a task.

Following the prior zero-shot SOTA methods (Liu et al.,
2019; Lin et al., 2023) in this domain, we consider
three benchmarks, namely TU-Berlin (Zhang et al., 2016),
Sketchy (Yelamarthi et al., 2018), and QuickDraw (Dey
et al., 2019). TU-Berlin has 30 classes, 2,400 sketch queries,
and 27,989 natural images as index set; Sketchy consists of
21 classes unseen in ImageNet-1K and 12,694 queries over
an index set with 12,553 natural images; QuickDraw has 30
classes, 92,291 queries, and a 54,146-sized index set. For
each dataset, we report mAP and precision metrics used in
the prior SOTA work (Lin et al., 2023).

Notably, unlike previous zero-shot methods that use sepa-
rate checkpoints trained on each dataset and evaluated on
the above holdout test set, we use the same checkpoints
for evaluation on all benchmarks. Results are reported in
Table 4 and we can find that our models outperform prior
SOTA methods by a significant margin, despite our adher-
ence to a single checkpoint setting. This demonstrates the
strong generalization capability of MagicLens models and
the diversity of tasks that they can cover.

4.4. Text-to-Image Retrieval

Since MagicLens models are built upon vision and language
encoders, these backbone encoders after training can still be
reused for image → text and text → image retrieval tasks.
Therefore, we evaluate MagicLens’ backbone encoders on
Flickr30k (Plummer et al., 2015) and MSCOCO (Chen et al.,
2015), using the same dataset splits and evaluation metrics
as prior works (Radford et al., 2021; Yu et al., 2022).

Table 3 shows the comparison between the original encoders
and the ones updated after MagicLens training. For text →
image task, we can observe consistent and non-trivial im-
provements across all metrics on both datasets. For image
→ text task, we observe marginal drops. These observa-
tions show that our training recipe can enhance the back-
bone encoders for text-to-image retrieval. We can draw
the same conclusion with CLIP, which is detailed in Ta-
ble 17. The improvements might stem from the fact that
our multimodality-to-image training task necessitates deep
understanding of text instruction, thus improving backbone
language encoders. These text-to-image results show that
MagicLens can successfully handle three kinds of image
retrieval task forms with all strong results, considering the
performances on other tasks aforementioned.

5. Analysis
5.1. Data Analysis

Comparison to Existing Training Data. Previous data
construction efforts, including CompoDiff (Gu et al., 2023)
and InstructPix2Pix (IP2P; Brooks et al. (2023)), use syn-
thesized image pairs and essentially template-based in-
structions to train image retrieval models. Given the data
availability and the fact that CompoDiff adopts a creation
pipeline similar to IP2P, we use IP2P data as our baseline to
explore the effects of different training data on downstream
models. We compare a CoCa-based MagicLens-B model
trained on all IP2P data (1M) with one trained on our down-
sampled, same-sized data, using the same training recipe.
Table 5 shows that MagicLens + Ours achieves performance
advantages over its variant trained with IP2P data (Mag-
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Table 5. Performance comparison of CoCa-based MagicLens-B
trained with 1M IP2P data against 1M our data. We report averaged
R@10 & R@50 on FIQ and averaged R@1 & Rs@1 CIRR for
fair comparisons with CompoDiff (Gu et al., 2023).

FIQ CIRR CIRCO DTIN GeneCIS
(RAVG) (RAVG) (mAP@5) (R@10) (R@1)

CompoDiff + IP2P 27.2 27.4 - - -

MagicLens + IP2P 29.8 33.7 13.6 30.2 14.5
MagicLens + Ours 43.7 48.2 29.7 43.7 15.8

(a) IP2P (b) Our training data

Figure 5. Word distributions of IP2P data and our data.

icLens + IP2P) on all five benchmarks. This proves that
our data with natural images and template-free instructions
can enable stronger image retrieval models. Please refer to
Appendix C for detailed comparisons.

In addition, we compare these two models with IP2P-trained
CompoDiff, which is a retrieval model designed for using
synthesized images. Despite its specific design, MagicLens
+ IP2P still outperforms the CompoDiff + IP2P. Also, it
achieves better results on CIRCO, DTIN, and GeneCIS than
prior comparable-sized SOTA baselines. These show the
advantage of our training recipe, as our model can achieve
decent results even when trained on sub-optimal data.

To provide more insights, we visualize the words of instruc-
tions in IP2P and in our data separately in Figure 5. As
we can see, IP2P data has a large number of instruction
keywords like “turn” and “make” due to its template-based
nature. Also, it has many coarse-grained keywords such as

“photograph” and “painting”. In contrast, because of the
controlled sampling from one web page described in § 3.1,
our data has more diverse and equally distributed keywords,
covering fine-grained labels like “brand”.

Data Scaling. To investigate the effect of our data scale on
models, we train CoCa-based MagicLens-B on randomly
sampled sets of 0.2M, 0.5M, 1M, 5M, 10M, 25M, and the
entire 36.7M triplets. Results on five benchmarks and their
averaged performance are illustrated in Figure 6. As the
data size increases, MagicLens shows enhanced average per-
formance, especially before the 10M mark. This indicates
the effectiveness of scaling data.
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Figure 6. Performance of CoCa-based MagicLens-B when trained
with different sizes of our data.

Table 6. Results of CoCa-based MagicLens-B trained with
template-based and template-free instructions, at 1M scale.

Instruction FIQ CIRR CIRCO DTIN GeneCIS
R@10 R@1 mAP@5 R@10 R@1

Template-based 33.4 23.4 25.1 23.1 14.6
Template-free 33.5 29.6 29.7 43.7 15.8

Impacts of Instructions during Training. Instructions
used in previous works (Brooks et al., 2023; Gu et al.,
2023) are rooted from templates while our instructions are
template-free. To investigate the effects of different instruc-
tions on downstream models, we also synthesize template-
based instructions for naturally occurring image pairs col-
lected in § 3.1. Specifically, due to the massive informative
metadata of each image, we utilize LLMs to determine key
metadata to fill pre-defined sentence structures. For our
template-free instructions, LLMs are specifically guided to
generate diverse and coherent instructions without adher-
ing to any fixed template. We show concrete examples of
different instructions in Figure 10 in the Appendix.

Table 6 compares the performance of two CoCa-based
MagicLens-B models. Both of them are trained on 1M
triplets, using the same image pairs but different instructions
mentioned above. Template-free instructions clearly result
in a stronger model, as evidenced by consistently better re-
sults on all benchmarks compared to the other model. This
demonstrates that naturally expressed and diverse instruc-
tions can better stimulate the model to understand image
relations and follow instructions.

5.2. Model Analysis

Model Size vs. Performance. Previous SOTA methods (Gu
et al., 2024; 2023) consider using both larger vision and lan-
guage encoders (Cherti et al., 2023) or using LMMs and
LLMs (Karthik et al., 2024) on-the-fly for performance
benefits. However, we argue that the model sizes and the
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Figure 7. Model Size vs. Performance. MagicLens-B outperforms the SOTA CIReVL on three tasks even with 50× smaller # Parameters.

Table 7. Ablation study on CoCa-based MagicLens-B taking query
images as negative samples during training (Qry Neg).

FIQ CIRR CIRCO DTIN GeneCIS
R@10 R@1 mAP@5 R@10 R@1

MagicLens 35.2 31.6 30.8 46.8 17.4
w/o Qry Neg 33.2 1.6 11.9 14.1 14.5

correlated efficiencies should also be taken into considera-
tion for real-world deployments. In Figure 7, we visualize
the relationship between model size and performance of var-
ious models on GeneCIS, CIRCO, and DTIN benchmarks.
The results on GeneCIS and CIRCO are from Gu et al.
(2024; 2023) and using CLIP-Large, OpenCLIP-Huge, and
OpenCLIP-Giant backbones (Radford et al., 2021; Cherti
et al., 2023). Results of CIReVL (Karthik et al., 2024) on
DTIN and GeneCIS are not fully reported by the authors.
We omit the size of ChatGPT used and only count param-
eters of CIReVL’s other model components (e.g., BLIP2-
FLANT5-XXL + OpenCLIP-Giant).

Despite the 50× smaller size of CoCa-based MagicLens-B
(267M) compared to other baselines (e.g., CIReVL with
14.6B), it achieves better performance on these benchmarks,
with a significant advantage on the DTIN. This observation
demonstrates the high parameter efficiency introduced by
the parameter-sharing design in our model and the strong
advantage of our data in enabling strong yet small models.
Detailed results are in Appendix Table 14, 15, and 16.

Ablation on Contrastive Loss. Compared to standard con-
trastive loss, we introduce query images as hard negative
examples during training. To investigate the impact of this
design, we train CoCa-based MagicLens-B without these
hard negatives and report the results in Table 7. As we can
see, without query negatives, the performance of MagicLens
drops across all benchmarks, significantly on CIRR, CIRCO,
and DTIN benchmarks. Also, we find in many cases, this
model prefers to rank the query image itself higher than
other images during retrieval, regardless of the given in-

Table 8. Results of MagicLens variants. CrossAttn indicates the
model with cross-attention instead of self-attention for modality
integration. FrozenEnc means the model with backbone vision and
language encoders frozen during training.

FIQ CIRR CIRCO DTIN GeneCIS
R@10 R@1 mAP@5 R@10 R@1

MagicLens-B 35.2 31.6 30.8 46.8 17.4
w/ CrossAttn 31.0 28.3 27.0 41.4 16.2
w/ FrozenEnc 30.8 25.9 21.7 30.1 15.2

MagicLens-L 38.0 33.3 34.1 48.2 16.7
w/ CrossAttn 32.3 29.9 28.5 52.5 16.5
w/ FrozenEnc 32.5 26.5 23.0 29.4 15.5

structions. This indicates that differentiating closely similar
images is crucial in improving the model’s instruction un-
derstanding capabilities. Importantly, although using query
negatives seems to limit MagicLens’ ability to find the iden-
tical image, the first example in Figure 1 shows MagicLens
can generalize to this instruction unseen during training and
successfully retrieve the identical image.

Ablation on Model Architecture. We provide results of
other model architectures we have explored in Table 8. In
CrossAttn model arch, we explore various forms of cross
attention, we report the best one which uses text embedding
to attend concatenated image and text embeddings. How-
ever, even the best variant of this arch fails to reach the
performance of self attention on most benchmarks.

We also explore the impact of freezing the backbone en-
coders initialized from CoCa (Yu et al., 2022) during train-
ing. The results of FrozenEnc are consistently worse than
the fully-trained MagicLens. This proves that merely train-
ing additional layers on the top of single-modality encoders
is not sufficient to deliver the strongest model.

5.3. Retrieval on 1.4M Open-Domain Image Corpus

To simulate image retrieval in a more realistic scenario,
we hold out 1.4M unseen images as our index set, mak-
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Table 9. One-on-one comparison (win rate) on a holdout index set
with 1.4M images. Each setting has 50 queries with manually writ-
ten instructions. The results are averaged over three evaluators.

Instruction Type MagicLens-L Win LinCIR Win Tie

Simple Visual 50.7 41.3 8.0
Complex Visual 61.3 24.0 14.7
Beyond Visual 80.0 4.7 15.3

ing it the largest retrieval pool to date. We then collect
150 images and divide them into three disjoint groups with
different types of manually written instructions: simple,
complex, and beyond visual. Both simple and complex in-
structions are used in searching for visually similar images,
but they differ in terms of complexity. Simple instructions
describe only one visual difference (e.g. same product

with different color) in the images given, whereas
complex ones have multiple differences (e.g., car and bag

examples in Figure 8). Beyond visual instructions aim to
find images that share no visual similarities with the query
images (e.g., find other attractions... in Figure 1).

Table 9 compares CoCa-based MagicLens-L with code-
available previous-best model (LinCIR; Gu et al. (2024)),
both with ViT-L backbones. For each query, one-on-one
human evaluation is applied to the images retrieved by these
two models to select the one that fully meets the instructions.
If both or neither of the models succeed, the evaluators will
mark them as a tie. We can observe LinCIR can handle
simple instructions but suffers from complex instructions
and almost completely fails on beyond visual instructions.
In contrast, our method can satisfy diverse search intents
expressed by all kinds of instructions, remarkably on the
complex (61.3 vs. 24.0) and beyond visual (80 vs. 4.7) ones.

5.4. Qualitative Study

Figure 8 illustrates top-1 retrieval results on the holdout
index set with 1.4M images. Even with complex instruction
containing multiple conditions (car and bag examples),
MagicLens is still able to accurately comprehend search
intents and retrieve desired images. The muffin example
showcases that MagicLens can understand the non-trivial
temporal relation between images, thanks to the relation
diversity introduced by naturally occurring image pairs.
However, the image retrieved by MagicLens given the 3D
anatomy query may not be generally preferred since the
instruction exemplifies the head. This suggests our model
may return qualified yet non-perfect examples when the in-
struction is not clearly expressed. Please refer to Figure 11
in Appendix D for more qualitative studies.

Figure 9 presents a visual case study on domain transfer
retrieval using the DTIN benchmark. The text instruction
presented in each domain is “find this object in {domain}”,
where the same query image is used. All top-2 retrieved

Case Study Open-domain Retrieval

MagicLens LinCIR

MagicLens LinCIR

Same car model as the 
given image, but a 2013 
model, blue in color, and 
parked in front of trees.

Baking muffins, but show 
the process of adding the 
pumpkin pie spice.

Bucket bag from the 
same brand, in gray, 
without a person 
holding the bag.

MagicLens LinCIR

3D rendering of human 
anatomy of a different 
body part like the head.

MagicLens LinCIR

Figure 8. Top-1 retrieved images of CoCa-based MagicLens-L and
LinCIR on the holdout index set with 1.4M images. Queries are
with a blue background, while correct and incorrect retrieved im-
ages are marked with green and red outlines, respectively. LinCIR
fails to retrieve correct results for car, bag, and muffin queries,
even considering its top-5 results (See Figure 11 in Appendix).

Figure 9. Top-2 retrieval results on four domains given the same
query image on the DTIN benchmark.

results are correct, highlighting the effectiveness of Magi-
cLens in understanding conceptual image relations.

6. Conclusion
We present MagicLens, a series of self-supervisedly trained
image retrieval models that follow open-ended text instruc-
tions. Despite being 50× smaller than prior SOTA methods,
MagicLens achieves better results on multiple benchmarks
including CIRCO, GeneCIS, and DTIN. Human evaluation
on the 1.4M retrieval image pool shows that MagicLens can
well satisfy diverse search intents expressed by open-ended
instructions, especially complex and beyond visual ones.
This indicates MagicLens’ strong capability and potential
for real-world search scenarios. Such retrieval models that
support open-ended instructions can potentially benefit other
vision-language tasks such as visual QA (Antol et al., 2015;
Chen et al., 2023c), and enhance multimodal retrieval aug-
mented models (Chen et al., 2022; Hu et al., 2023b). More
importantly, we hope our recipe for constructing large-scale
synthetic self-supervised training data can shed light on
other research directions, such as multimodal retrieval, mul-
timodal representation learning, and beyond.
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7. Impact Statements
This work provides novel insights into self-supervised train-
ing signals by mining naturally occurring image pairs and
develops image retrieval models that follow open-ended in-
structions to satisfy diverse search intents. It may enable a
wide range of search scenarios and have potentials for real-
world applications by providing users with more accurate
search results. Therefore, we do not see major ethical or
social concerns associated with our work.
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Overview of Appendix
Our supplementary includes the following sections:

• Section A: Implementation Details.
• Section B: Baselines.
• Section C: Full Results.
• Section D: More Qualitative Study.

A. Implementation Details

Image Cleaning and Pairing. We use the Common Crawl and group images with identical URLs, considering them as
images from the same websites. We regard two images as identical if their CLIP image embedding scores exceed 0.98
and remove them. If two groups share a high ratio of duplicated images (80%), we randomly remove one of those groups.
The minimum resolution remained is 288x288, which matches the input size of CoCa models we used. For the concrete
thresholds used for filtering, we have set 0.82 as the threshold for CLIP image-to-image similarity and 0.9 for text-to-text
similarity over captions. Additionally, to ensure the uniqueness of the images, the target image must have a distinct ICA
label with high text-image similarity to itself (0.32) and low similarity to the query image (0.18). Only image pairs that meet
these requirements will be remained for the instruction generation stage.

Instruction Generation. We provide LLMs with massive metadata expansion including Alt-texts, image content annotation
(ICA) labels, and image captions by using various tools and LMMs. Specifically, similar to Sharma et al. (2018), we analyze
candidate Alt-texts with part-of-speech, sentiment, and pornography annotations of Google Natural Language APIs. We
discard images if their Alt-texts only have rare tokens or if they are triggered by sentiment/pornography detectors For ICA
labels, we utilize Google Vision APIs to annotate entities for each image such as general objects, locations, and activities.
On average, each image has 25.2 fine-grained ICA labels. Also, we provide the instruction and two detailed demonstrations
for instruction generation in Table 10.

Model. With the proposed data construction pipeline, we eventually collect 36, 714, 118 triplets for pre-training. For model
architecture, we design 4 randomly initialized self-attention layers on the top of vision and language encoders. Further,
we utilize one attention pooling layer (Yu et al., 2022) for the final embedding. Following Jia et al. (2021); Yu et al.
(2022), during the training of CoCa-based MagicLens, we set image resolution of 288×288 and patch size 18×18. For
CLIP-based MagicLens, we set image resolution of 224×224 and use ViT-B16 and ViT-L14. For both CLIP and CoCa, we
use contrastive image embedding and contrastive text embedding, which will be concatenated as a sequence with a fixed
length of 2 in self-attention layers. The number of newly added self-attention layers is 4 and the τ is learnable and initialized
with 0.07. We set the batch size as 2048 and trained our models for a maximum of 50,000 steps with Adafactor (Shazeer
& Stern, 2018) and an early stopping mechanism. The learning rates are set differently for newly-introduced parameters
and re-used CLIP or CoCa parameters, at 2e-5 and 2e-6, respectively. We train our base and large models on 64 and 128
TPUs, respectively. The training process lasts six hours for both models and the best checkpoints are selected based on the
performance on the validation set of CIRR and CIRCO.

B. Baselines
We consider various baselines and detail them as follows: (1) PALARVA (Cohen et al., 2022) (2) Pic2Word (Saito et al.,
2023), (3) SEARLE (Baldrati et al., 2023), (4) ContextI2W (Tang et al., 2024), and (5) LinCIR (Gu et al., 2024) train an
additional mapping network to encode the given reference image as a pseudo word token. Then, it can be combined with
the actual query text for text-to-image retrieval. These methods rely on image-caption pairs for mapping network training
Further, LinCIR introduces text-only data for better mapping capability. (6) CIReVL (Karthik et al., 2024) is a training-free
method by using BLIP-2 with FLANT5-XXL (Li et al., 2023) for query image caption generation, ChatGPT (OpenAI, 2022)
for target image caption generation, and CLIP (Radford et al., 2021; Cherti et al., 2023) for the final text-to-image retrieval.
Such a complex retrieval pipeline may limit their inference speed and potential practicalness in real-world scenarios. Inspired
by diffusion models, (7) CompoDiff (Gu et al., 2023) regards query text as a condition to guide the image embedding
generation and train the model with 18M synthesized data. (8) PLI (Chen & Lai, 2023) corrupts the image in image-caption
data and regards the original image as a target to simulate the CIR task during the pre-training stage.
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Table 10. Detailed prompt for query generation using PaLM2 (Anil et al., 2023).

Instruction

Based on the provided ALT TEXT, TEXT LABEL, and CAPTION of two different images, create an interesting text
query which can be used with the source image to retrieve the target image.
Note that the TEXT LABEL and CAPTION are generated by models so they may not be 100% correct, especially
when it’s about very specific entities (e.g., a specific car type in some year), so selectively use the most likely correct
information and generate the query.
This query should include:
1) one general and unspecific similarity (same brand, similar toy, similar building, etc).
2) all differences that only the target image has.
Remember the query should be concise, short, and not be able to directly retrieve the target image. The retrieval has
to be done by combining the source image and text query.

Demonstrations

Both images are from the website [ HOME - 1-of-1 Automotive Artworks ]
Source Image: ALT TEXT [custom porsche cayman gt4 illustration framed]. TEXT LABEL [Licence plate].
CAPTION [a drawing of a porsche gt4 rs coupe in a frame].
Target Image: ALT TEXT [custom illustration of a 1972 porsche 911 blue]. TEXT LABEL [Licence plate,
Turquoise]. CAPTION [a framed print of a blue porsche 911 s all coupe].
Think: Both images are custom illustrations of Porsche cars as described in the alt text. The source image is a
Porsche Cayman GT4 while the target image is a 1972 Porsche 911 in blue. Therefore, the query should focus on the
type of image (custom illustration of a Porsche car), but specify the different model and year (1972 Porsche 911) and
color (blue).
Query: [Porsche 911 in blue shown in the same illustrative way.]

Both Images are from the website [ Rapunzel Worksheet — Printable Worksheets and Activities for Teach-
ers, Parents, Tutors and Homeschool Families ]
Source Image: ALT TEXT [tangled rapunzel color pages printable]. TEXT LABEL [Coloring book]. CAPTION
[rapunzel in a boat with lanterns floating in the air coloring page].
Target Image: ALT TEXT [cool rapunzel and flynn flower hair coloring page]. TEXT LABEL [Coloring book,
Floral design]. CAPTION [a black and white drawing of rapunzel tangled with long hair and flowers in her dress].
Think: Both images are coloring pages featuring Rapunzel as described in the alt text. The source image shows
Rapunzel in a boat with lanterns, while the target image shows Rapunzel with Flynn and flowers in her hair.
Therefore, the query should focus on the type of image (Rapunzel coloring page), but specify the different scene
(Rapunzel with Flynn and flowers in her hair, not in a boat, no lanterns).
Query: [Same coloring page about Rapunzel but no boat or lantern, with more clear flowers in the character’s hair]

. . . (Three more few-shot demonstrations)

Table 11. Detailed performance of CoCa-based MagicLens-B trained with IP2P data and our constructed data, on the same 1M scale.
FIQ CIRR CIRR CIRCO DTIN GeneCIS

R@10 R@1 Rs@1 mAP@5 R@10 R@1

MagicLens + IP2P (1M) 20.3 12.5 54.9 13.6 30.2 14.5
MagicLens + Ours (1M) 33.5 29.6 66.9 29.7 43.7 15.8

C. Full Results
C.1. Results on Five Multimodality-to-Image Benchmarks

Table 12, 13, and 14 show the full results on three CIR benchmarks (Wu et al., 2021; Liu et al., 2021; Baldrati et al., 2023).
We report the performances of various models on DT and GeneCIS on Table 15 and Table 16, respectively. Some prior
methods may use larger encoders (Gu et al., 2023; 2024) and develop a retrieval pipeline (Karthik et al., 2024) including
LLMs (OpenAI, 2022) and LMMs (Li et al., 2023) for performance gains. Despite this, their results are still worse than that
of MagicLens, supporting the parameter efficiency claimed in Figure 7.

C.2. Data Training Comparison

Table 11 compares CoCa-based MagicLens-B trained on IP2P data and on our data in detail, both at a 1M scale.

C.3. Text-to-Image Retrieval with CLIP-based MagicLens

We list the text-to-image retrieval results in Table 17 with the original CLIP and updated backbone CLIP encoders
of MagicLens. The text-to-image retrieval performance is significantly boosted on both base and large models where
image-to-text retrieval ability marginally drops. This aligns with the conclusion we draw on CoCa in § 4.4.
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Self-Supervised Image Retrieval with Open-Ended InstructionsT-shirt with the same text as the given image.

same {text "Stay Well Lubricated Sleep With A 
Mechanic"} but {on a shirt} instead of {a mug}.

similar {shirt} with {the skull version}.

same plush toy but of Donatello, not a set.

similar {turtle} with {a sword}

same type of soft toy but of a single character instead 
of a set of 5, and of the character Donatello instead of 
a set of 5.

T-shirt with the same text as the given image.

same {text "Stay Well Lubricated Sleep With A 
Mechanic"} but {on a shirt} instead of {a mug}.

Figure 10. Examples of template-based and template-free instructions for the same image pair.

C.4. Examples of Template-based Instructions

We provide a concrete example of different instructions on the same image pair in Figure 10.

D. More Qualitative Study
We present detailed top-5 retrieval results of CoCa-based MagicLens-L and the code-available SOTA LinCIR (Gu et al.,
2024) in Figure 11. 1) For the bag query, MagicLens can retrieve bags (the third and fourth images) from the same brand,
even though they don’t have shared visual clues (brand logo) with the query image. 2) Given the house and gavel
query, our model successfully finds an interesting real-world scene and the perfect example in the top-2 results, but LinCIR
fails to satisfy the query. This may stem from the limited representation abilities of a single pseudo token for an image with
multiple objects. 3) The success on the gazebo example shows that MagicLens can understand simple numerical relations.

Table 12. Full results on the FIQ benchmark (Wu et al., 2021). †PLI does not release code so we estimate.

Method # Total
Params

Backbone
Network

Dress Shirt Toptee Overall

R@10 R@50 R@10 R@50 R@10 R@50 R@10 R@50

PALAVRA (Cohen et al., 2022) 176M CLIP-B 17.3 35.9 21.5 37.1 20.6 38.8 19.8 37.3
SEARLE (Baldrati et al., 2023) 165M CLIP-B 18.5 39.5 24.4 41.6 25.7 46.5 22.9 42.5
PLI (Chen & Lai, 2023) 224M BLIP-B 28.6 50.8 38.1 57.8 40.9 62.7 35.9 57.1
MagicLens-B 166M CLIP-B 21.5 41.3 27.3 48.8 30.2 52.3 26.3 47.4
MagicLens-B 267M CoCa-B 29.0 48.9 36.5 55.5 40.2 61.9 35.2 55.4

Pic2Word (Saito et al., 2023) 429M CLIP-L 20.0 40.2 26.2 43.6 27.9 47.4 24.7 43.7
SEARLE (Baldrati et al., 2023) 442M CLIP-L 20.5 43.1 26.9 45.6 29.3 50.0 25.6 46.2
Context-I2W (Tang et al., 2024) 496M CLIP-L 23.1 45.3 29.7 48.6 30.6 52.9 27.8 48.9
CompoDiff (Gu et al., 2023) 568M CLIP-L 32.2 46.3 37.7 49.1 38.1 50.6 36.0 48.6
PLI (Chen & Lai, 2023) 428M† CLIP-L 28.1 51.1 38.6 58.5 39.4 62.7 35.4 57.4
LinCIR (Gu et al., 2024) 442M CLIP-L 20.9 42.4 29.1 46.8 28.8 50.2 26.3 46.5
MagicLens-L 465M CLIP-L 25.5 46.1 32.7 53.8 34.0 57.7 30.7 52.5
MagicLens-L 613M CoCa-L 32.3 52.7 40.5 59.2 41.4 63.0 38.0 58.2

Pic2Word (Saito et al., 2023) 987M CLIP-H 28.0 51.5 36.9 56.0 40.2 62.0 35.0 56.5
SEARLE (Baldrati et al., 2023) 1.0B CLIP-H 28.5 51.1 36.5 55.5 38.8 60.9 34.6 55.8
LinCIR (Gu et al., 2024) 1.0B CLIP-H 29.8 52.1 36.9 57.8 42.1 62.5 36.3 57.5
Pic2Word (Saito et al., 2023) 2.5B CLIP-G 25.4 47.7 33.2 50.4 35.2 57.6 31.3 51.9
SEARLE (Baldrati et al., 2023) 2.6B CLIP-G 28.2 50.3 36.5 55.4 39.8 61.5 34.8 55.7
CompoDiff (Gu et al., 2023) 2.9B CLIP-G 37.8 49.1 41.3 55.2 44.3 56.4 39.0 51.7
LinCIR (Gu et al., 2024) 2.6B CLIP-G 38.1 60.9 46.8 65.1 50.5 71.1 45.1 65.7
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Table 13. Full results on the CIRR benchmark (Liu et al., 2021). CLIP-H and CLIP-G are OpenCLIP (Cherti et al., 2023) checkpoints.
⋆CIReVL uses multiple model components, we omit ChatGPT and report # parameters of other components (e.g., BLIP2-FLANT5-XXL
+ CLIP-G). †PLI does not release code so we estimate.

Method # Total
Params

Backbone
Network

Index Set Subset

R@1 R@5 R@10 R@50 R@1 R@2 R@3

PALAVRA (Cohen et al., 2022) 176M CLIP-B 16.6 43.5 58.5 84.0 41.6 65.3 80.9
SEARLE (Baldrati et al., 2023) 165M CLIP-B 24.0 53.4 66.8 89.8 54.9 76.6 88.2
CIReVL (Karthik et al., 2024) 12.3B⋆ CLIP-B 23.9 52.5 66.0 87.0 60.2 80.1 90.2
PLI (Chen & Lai, 2023) 224M† BLIP-B 27.2 58.9 71.4 91.3 55.1 77.4 89.1
MagicLens-B 166M CLIP-B 27.0 58.0 70.9 91.1 66.7 83.9 92.4
MagicLens-B 267M CoCa-B 31.6 64.0 76.9 93.8 69.3 86.0 94.0

Pic2Word (Saito et al., 2023) 429M CLIP-L 23.9 51.7 65.3 87.8 - - -
SEARLE (Baldrati et al., 2023) 442M CLIP-L 24.2 52.5 66.3 88.8 53.8 75.0 88.2
Context-I2W (Tang et al., 2024) 496M CLIP-L 25.6 55.1 68.5 89.8 - - -
CompoDiff (Gu et al., 2023) 568M CLIP-L 18.2 53.1 70.8 90.3 57.4 77.1 87.9
CIReVL (Karthik et al., 2024) 12.5B⋆ CLIP-L 24.6 52.3 64.9 86.3 59.5 79.9 89.7
PLI (Chen & Lai, 2023) 428M† CLIP-L 25.5 54.6 67.6 88.7 55.6 77.5 89.5
LinCIR (Gu et al., 2024) 442M CLIP-L 25.0 53.3 66.7 - 57.1 77.4 88.9
MagicLens-L 465M CLIP-L 30.1 61.7 74.4 92.6 68.1 84.8 93.2
MagicLens-L 613M CoCa-L 33.3 67.0 77.9 94.4 70.9 87.3 94.5

Pic2Word (Saito et al., 2023) 987M CLIP-H 32.9 63.1 73.9 - 62.2 81.4 91.2
SEARLE (Baldrati et al., 2023) 1.0B CLIP-H 34.0 64.0 75.3 - 64.6 83.2 92.8
LinCIR (Gu et al., 2024) 1.0B CLIP-H 33.8 63.5 73.4 - 62.4 81.5 92.1
Pic2Word (Saito et al., 2023) 2.5B CLIP-G 30.4 58.1 69.2 - 68.9 85.5 93.0
SEARLE (Baldrati et al., 2023) 2.6B CLIP-G 34.8 64.1 75.1 - 68.7 84.7 93.2
CompoDiff (Gu et al., 2023) 2.9B CLIP-G 26.7 55.1 74.5 92.0 64.5 82.4 91.8
CIReVL (Karthik et al., 2024) 14.6B⋆ CLIP-G 34.7 64.3 75.1 91.7 68.0 84.9 93.2
LinCIR (Gu et al., 2024) 2.6B CLIP-G 35.3 64.7 76.1 - 63.4 82.2 92.0

Table 14. Full results on the CIRCO benchmark (Baldrati et al., 2023). CLIP-H and CLIP-G are OpenCLIP (Cherti et al., 2023)
checkpoints. ⋆CIReVL uses multiple model components, we omit ChatGPT and report # parameters of other components (e.g., BLIP2-
FLANT5-XXL + CLIP-G). †PLI does not release code so we estimate.

Method # Total
Params

Backbone
Network mAP@5 mAP@10 mAP@25 mAP@50

PALAVRA (Cohen et al., 2022) 176M CLIP-B 4.6 5.3 6.3 6.8
SEARLE (Baldrati et al., 2023) 165M CLIP-B 9.4 9.9 11.1 11.8
CIReVL (Karthik et al., 2024) 12.3B⋆ CLIP-B 14.9 15.4 17.0 17.8
PLI (Chen & Lai, 2023) 224M† BLIP-B 7.1 8.0 9.2 9.7
MagicLens-B 166M CLIP-B 23.1 23.8 25.8 26.7
MagicLens-B 267M CoCa-B 30.8 32.0 34.5 35.6

Pic2Word (Saito et al., 2023) 429M CLIP-L 8.7 9.5 10.6 11.3
SEARLE (Baldrati et al., 2023) 442M CLIP-L 11.7 12.7 14.3 15.1
CompoDiff (Gu et al., 2023) 568M CLIP-L 12.6 13.4 15.8 16.4
CIReVL (Karthik et al., 2024) 12.5B⋆ CLIP-L 18.6 19.0 20.9 21.8
PLI (Chen & Lai, 2023) 428M† CLIP-L 10.4 11.6 13.0 13.7
LinCIR (Gu et al., 2024) 442M CLIP-L 12.6 13.6 15.0 15.9
MagicLens-L 465M CLIP-L 29.6 30.8 33.4 34.4
MagicLens-L 613M CoCa-L 34.1 35.4 38.1 39.2

Pic2Word (Saito et al., 2023) 987M CLIP-H 11.7 12.3 13.7 14.4
SEARLE (Baldrati et al., 2023) 1.0B CLIP-H 16.1 16.9 18.8 19.7
LinCIR (Gu et al., 2024) 1.0B CLIP-H 17.6 18.5 20.5 21.4
Pic2Word (Saito et al., 2023) 2.5B CLIP-G 5.5 5.6 6.7 7.1
SEARLE (Baldrati et al., 2023) 2.6B CLIP-G 13.2 13.9 15.3 16.0
CompoDiff (Gu et al., 2023) 2.9B CLIP-G 15.3 17.7 19.4 -
CIReVL (Karthik et al., 2024) 14.6B⋆ CLIP-G 26.8 27.6 30.0 31.0
LinCIR (Gu et al., 2024) 2.6B CLIP-G 19.7 21.0 23.1 24.2
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Table 15. Full results on the DTIN benchmark (Saito et al., 2023). CLIP-G is a OpenCLIP (Cherti et al., 2023) checkpoint. ⋆CIReVL uses
multiple model components, we omit ChatGPT and report # parameters of other components (e.g., BLIP2-FLANT5-XXL + CLIP-G).

Method # Total
Params

Backbone
Network

Cartoon Origami Toy Sculpture Overall

R@10 R@50 R@10 R@50 R@10 R@50 R@10 R@50 R@10 R@50

Image-only (Saito et al., 2023) 304M CLIP-L 0.3 4.5 0.2 1.8 0.6 5.7 0.3 4.0 0.4 4.0
Text-only (Saito et al., 2023) 124M CLIP-L 0.2 1.1 0.8 3.7 0.8 2.4 0.4 2.0 0.5 2.3
Image+Text (Saito et al., 2023) 428M CLIP-L 2.2 13.3 2.0 10.3 1.2 9.7 1.6 11.6 1.7 11.2

Pic2Word (Saito et al., 2023) 429M CLIP-L 8.0 21.9 13.5 25.6 8.7 21.6 10.0 23.8 10.1 23.2
Context-I2W (Tang et al., 2024) 496M CLIP-L 10.2 26.1 17.5 28.7 11.6 27.4 12.1 28.2 12.9 27.6
CIReVL (Karthik et al., 2024) 14.6B⋆ CLIP-G 19.2 42.8 30.2 41.3 22.2 43.1 23.4 45.0 23.8 43.0

MagicLens-B 166M CLIP-B 49.4 67.0 13.8 26.3 25.8 43.4 24.3 41.3 28.3 44.5
MagicLens-B 267M CoCa-B 65.8 73.3 29.3 38.6 46.7 57.7 45.3 57.1 46.8 56.7
MagicLens-L 465M CLIP-L 62.6 72.2 21.5 33.4 43.8 58.4 38.0 54.2 41.5 54.5
MagicLens-L 613M CoCa-L 60.1 69.6 36.0 44.7 45.2 56.9 51.4 59.6 48.2 57.7

Table 16. Full results on the GeneCIS benchmark (Vaze et al., 2023). ⋆CIReVL uses multiple model components, we omit ChatGPT and
report # parameters of other components (e.g., BLIP2-FLANT5-XXL + CLIP-G).

Method # Params Backbone
Network

Focus Attribute Change Attribute Focus Object Change Object Avg

R@1 R@2 R@3 R@1 R@2 R@3 R@1 R@2 R@3 R@1 R@2 R@3 R@1

Pic2Word (2023) 429M CLIP-L 15.7 28.2 38.7 13.9 24.7 33.1 8.4 18.0 25.8 6.7 15.1 24.0 11.2
SEARLE (2023) 442M CLIP-L 17.0 29.7 40.7 16.4 25.3 34.1 8.0 16.9 25.6 7.9 16.8 24.8 12.3
CompoDiff (2023) 568M CLIP-L 13.5 24.3 36.1 19.2 28.6 37.2 8.1 16.4 25.1 18.7 31.7 40.6 14.9
LinCIR (2024) 442M CLIP-L 16.9 30.0 41.5 16.2 28.0 36.8 8.3 17.4 26.2 7.4 15.7 25.0 12.2

Pic2Word (2023) 987M CLIP-H 18.6 30.7 42.1 13.2 23.9 33.1 9.2 17.6 27.1 6.6 16.5 25.4 11.9
SEARLE (2023) 1.0B CLIP-H 18.8 31.5 42.3 15.5 26.9 35.9 10.6 18.7 26.5 8.5 17.9 26.2 13.3
LinCIR (2024) 1.0B CLIP-H 19.6 31.5 41.6 16.6 27.6 37.5 9.8 18.8 27.9 9.0 17.6 25.7 13.8

Pic2Word (2023) 2.5B CLIP-G 12.5 23.4 33.7 11.7 21.9 30.9 9.9 19.3 27.4 8.6 18.2 26.1 10.7
SEARLE (2023) 2.6B CLIP-G 16.3 29.4 40.7 16.2 27.3 35.5 10.8 18.2 27.9 8.3 15.6 25.8 12.9
CompoDiff (2023) 2.9B CLIP-G 14.3 26.7 38.4 19.7 28.8 37.4 9.2 19.1 25.8 18.7 31.7 40.2 15.5
CIReVL (2024) 14.6B⋆ CLIP-G 17.9 29.4 40.4 14.8 25.8 35.8 14.6 24.3 33.3 16.1 27.8 37.6 15.9
LinCIR (2024) 2.6B CLIP-G 19.1 33.0 42.3 17.6 30.2 38.1 10.1 19.1 28.1 7.9 16.3 25.7 13.7

MagicLens-B 166M CLIP-B 15.5 28.4 39.1 12.3 23.0 32.1 14.4 26.2 35.5 17.7 28.4 39.2 15.0
MagicLens-B 267M CoCa-B 16.2 27.8 38.6 16.2 27.2 36.6 17.1 27.7 38.2 20.2 32.2 42.9 17.4
MagicLens-L 465M CLIP-L 16.1 28.2 39.0 15.6 27.5 36.3 16.3 26.2 35.5 17.1 29.5 39.7 16.3
MagicLens-L 613M CoCa-L 16.6 28.7 39.3 16.0 27.5 36.5 15.7 27.6 37.3 18.7 31.7 40.2 16.7

Table 17. Zero-shot image-text retrieval results. Results are marked in bold if they are better than initialized checkpoints. ⋆CLIP and
CoCa we reproduced and used for MagicLens. †CLIP and CoCa reported in the original paper.

Model
Flickr30K (1K test set) MSCOCO (5K test set)

Image → Text Text → Image Image → Text Text → Image

R@1 R@5 R@10 R@1 R@5 R@10 R@1 R@5 R@10 R@1 R@5 R@10

CLIP-B⋆ 81.7 97.1 98.5 61.6 85.6 91.2 51.9 76.3 83.9 32.1 56.7 67.6
MagicLens-B 78.9 94.9 97.5 67.8 88.8 93.4 49.5 74.5 82.5 40.1 65.4 75.1

CoCa-B† 89.8 98.8 99.8 76.8 93.7 96.8 63.8 84.7 90.7 47.5 72.4 80.9
CoCa-B⋆ 88.6 98.5 99.4 74.5 93.4 96.4 63.4 84.2 90.4 46.4 71.5 80.1
MagicLens-B 87.9 97.7 99.5 76.2 93.7 96.5 64.8 85.5 91.2 48.9 73.9 82.5

CLIP-L† 88.0 98.7 99.4 68.7 90.6 95.2 58.4 81.5 88.1 37.8 64.2 72.2
CLIP-L⋆ 84.6 97.9 99.3 65.4 87.6 92.9 56.2 79.3 87.3 34.6 59.4 69.8
MagicLens-L 84.6 96.2 98.8 72.5 91.5 95.2 55.9 78.7 86.3 44.3 69.4 78.3

CoCa-L† 91.4 99.2 99.9 79.0 95.1 97.4 65.4 85.6 91.4 50.1 73.8 81.8
CoCa-L⋆ 92.1 98.8 99.9 78.4 94.2 96.9 65.1 85.5 91.3 49.3 73.2 81.5
MagicLens-L 89.6 98.7 99.4 79.7 95.0 97.4 67.7 87.6 92.7 53.1 77.4 84.9
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MagicLens LinCIR

Same car model as the given 
image, but a 2013 model, 
blue in color, and parked in 
front of trees.

Bucket bag from the 
same brand, in gray, 
without a person 
holding the bag.

MagicLens LinCIR

Baking muffins, but 
show the process of 
adding the pumpkin 
pie spice.

Top1

Top5

MagicLens LinCIR

Image of a model house 
and wooden gavel like this 
one, but with the gavel 
sitting next to the house.

Show me a bamboo 
gazebo like this but with 
two gazebos in a garden

Dinosaur eating leaves from a 
tree in the forest like this.

Top1

Top5

MagicLens LinCIR MagicLens LinCIR MagicLens LinCIR

Figure 11. Top-5 retrieved images of CoCa-based MagicLens-L and LinCIR on the holdout index set with 1.4M images for queries shown
in Figure 8 and more. Queries are with a blue background and only the most correct retrieved images are marked with green outlines.
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